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"I started with social solidarity, and ended by the practical conclusion that we, the
Russian realists, we can only quietly ridicule our petty nonsense and slowly learn with
nasheyu lazy audience most elementary truths of rigorous science. What a grand
beginning and a miserable end! Mountain gave birth to a mouse, the reader will think,
and I did not dare to contradict him. "

  

DI Pisarev "realists."

      

Mountain gave birth to a mouse

  

- Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  

The expression "Mountain rodilá mouse" is used when talking about high expectations, but
small results, on who promises a lot, but gives very little.

  

Expression back to fable Aesop known only in alteration of the Roman fabulist Phaedrus,
«Mons parturiens» ( «Parturient mountain"). Horace «Ars poetica» ( «Art of Poetry"), mocking
bad poets, his poems are filled with high-sounding expressions, saying, "Give birth to the
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mountains and a funny mouse is born."

  

That is what comes to mind when you read the abstruse line diligent people about any issue.
There is a feeling of inferiority and unreal awareness authors. Although, when summing up,
read constantly reminded of the final line of the well-known fable "Quartet": - "Are you friends
like any sit down, it's all musicians not fit!".

  

  

Maybe my words will seem and someone daring, but, on the other hand, judge for yourself, how
to treat and how in general can be normal, educated person to understand the meaning, for
example, such a text.

  

Pathological physiology

  

The close relationship between the components of the extrapyramidal system - pallidum and str
iatum 
provided by numerous bundles of nerve fibers. Because of the connections between 
the thalamus 
and striopallidarnoy system formed 
reflex arc 
, ensuring the implementation of numerous stereotypes and automatic movements. The close
relationship striopallidarnoy system with nuclei 
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of the hypothalamus 
determines its role in the mechanisms of emotional reactions.

  

The nature of the clinical manifestations of the disease depends on which part of the system
striopallidarnoy struck - striatum and pallidum. If excessive striatal inhibitory effect arises
hypokinesia - poverty of movement, amimia. Hypofunction of the striatum gives rise to
excessive involuntary movements - hyperkinesis . Pallidum has an inhibiting effect on striatal
structures. For Parkinson's disease is characterized by reduction of the inhibitory effect on the
striatum pallidum. Damage pallidum leads to " 
inhibition of inhibition 
" ( 
I myself reading it, so "pulled up, trying to make sense, we can say simply" got to hammer "
approx. Author 
) peripheral motor neurons.

  

  

After reading this and would like to say loudly as Yuri Nikulin hero of the film "Prisoner of the
Caucasus" - "In short, Sklifosovsky!" . I believe that in order to make people far from
medicine, but very interested in how to get clear answers to normal questions got their answers
need to express everything in plain language.
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I often write on the topic of Parkinson's disease. Earlier this disease and everything connected
with it I do not care. Rather, interested in nothing more than, for example, the Dow Jones, which
I do not understand and do not need a hundred years. The Institute of Neurology Department
was just one of many, and for me it is incomprehensible with their disease did not differ from the
same "incomprehensible" Hematology and Endocrinology. During the training I learned that
Parkinson's disease is incurable, and "treat, cure-nevylechit" it must be multiple medications.
Working neurologist, I began to regularly communicate with people suffering from the disease,
and their hope for recovery mixed with depression over the inevitable fatal outcome, as well as
a huge number of questions prompted the search for answers to the problems I have. Many of
the answers, such as the cause of the disease, the mechanism of its development, the method
and tactics of treatment were found. I did not confuse what we think, write and speak and think
and say now people, is considered an authority in the matter. It seems to me, rather I am even
sure that people suffering from Parkinson's and their families in the long run a little worried
about who and what of the luminaries of medicine thinks. A specific person, which, for example,
broken TV, a completely uninteresting, who invented it and a Chinese name, Japanese, or
German he collected, as well as the fact that this will make the TV wizard, which he undertook
to repair. The main thing is that the TV working again, but the disease was not, and is not to
explain why it can not be cured. During the consultations, people often ask me important
questions concerning the normal physiology and pathophysiology of the central nervous
system. In simple terms, these terms can be expressed as; how a healthy brain and how it
functions in the disease? To speak in such terms that I gave up completely pointless, because
no one will understand. So I came up with a few visual comparisons that illustrate these
processes.

  

The brain is designed and works in accordance with a specific genetic plan. That is, all 100
billion brain cells (neurons) are located relative to each other so that the electrical pulses, which
they transmit to each other the information passed on strictly defined ways. On this depends the
coordinated work of all our body cells that make up all the organs and systems. Without careful
"top management" nothing happens in our body. Of course, every organ, tissue, or have some
certain level of autonomy and can some time to exist in isolation from the whole organism.
However, neither for the body itself, nor for the body, from which it was extracted, or were just
temporarily limited their relationship (for example, by reducing circulation) it promises nothing
good. For example, cells of the cerebral cortex, at the termination of the oxygen supply due to
stop blood flow for 5 minutes killed, and the skin which has been removed from the body is able
to persist and grow even if it placed in the nutrient solution indefinitely long time. But, it's still
only medical nuances, and they are not for the average person the value, because any of us is
important, not the details, and then just to live, do their own thing and not think about how it is
necessary at this time nails grow, to work the kidney, heart, or hematopoietic system. All this
without our participation, normally self-other must happen. That's how things work in a healthy
organism, under the guidance of the brain. Energy flows and is distributed in the brain on the
necessary ways and in the required amount, and the information necessary for the smooth
operation of all cells of the body is transferred to them from the brain through the nerves.
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  We, the people, contrary to our ideas about themselves in practice are essentially a veryillogical, and daily actions and deeds, our proof of this. For example, if all of a sudden in thehouse turned off the water, or in the hallway light bulb burns out, we continue for a while on"autopilot" to open the tap and press the switch. Driving a car daily usual route from home towork, we can also "auto-pilot" to be parked in front of home "office", but today it was necessaryto turn to the right and to call on the way on urgent business. We are used to write off all of thisforgetfulness, justifying himself with the thought that I say. If you look closely to itself, it is clearthat everything is just the opposite, and we live almost without thinking, just do as we habitually.This explains our frequent failures. Applying the usual pattern in the new unfamiliar situation, weare the losers. Just our brain is always trying to choose the least energy-intensive operation.And what could be the most cost-effective in this regard than the opportunity not to think at all?  Therefore, we are physically easier to think that, all sorts of problems in the body come fromnowhere, you make a "strange" the idea that all the processes in our body directs the brain.Take it extremely difficult, although each of us know that a person can live without arms, legs,without one kidney, but without a head can not. Not only need to "translate arrows" at the heartand lungs, that they say too, no one lives without a heart. Heart and lungs "serve" the brainbringing him oxygen and food.  I am often asked why the recovery from some disease after treatment conducted by RANCcomes at different times, and often occurs after an exacerbation of symptoms. These are thequestions I have answered in different ways, trying to simple examples to explain the subtletiesof life physiology of brain activity. And then recently I picked up in my opinion a very goodcomparison.  In the early nineties I had the opportunity a few years to live in the village, in general on thefarm. Earlier, before the beginning of "perestroika", it was quite a strong economy in whicheveryone was engaged in useful work and all have enough of all necessary. Chairman,accounting, other department heads and ordinary farmers working for a common cause. Thiscan be compared with the structure of our body. The leaders of this - the brain and theemployees, it is the organs and body systems. Ideally, everything is working fine and thissystem is quite robust, which is actively opposed to negative external influences as well as yourbody resists aggressive environmental factors. But there comes a moment when suddenly, orgradually become unequal power and aggression from the outside becomes stronger internalreserves. For the body, it is any strong stress factors, and no matter what it specifically; mentaloverload from divorce, loss of employment or death of a loved one, overwork, lack of sleep,intoxication at work, or vodka. At some point the body can not stand, and the very first suffersfrom the most important and most vulnerable part of it, is the central nervous system. If harmfuleffect was not fatal, the nerve centers of the brain go into abnormal modes of activity. Theneurons form new connections because of which some nerve centers acquiring excessivelyincreased activity begin to suppress others. In the body, it immediately finds its reflection in therelevant violations of its organs and systems. Some functions begin to fade, while othersharmful activated.  At the farm in such a vicious event was the forced change of the chairman. The new head of theeconomy has changed the old locks, allow mostly professionals to distribute material resourcesfor the benefit of themselves, but in such a way that the lion's share of the loot flowed into hispersonal coffers. People also were allowed to work badly and steal, but in miniscule amounts.So old, a strong system was transformed into a new one. The new system is due to create newrelationships and dependencies that are easier to call mutual responsibility, although wasthoroughly unfit for the long-term prospects, but on the whole the same immutable, like the oldone. Fields, barns, piggeries, gardens and roads were with terrible speed to come into disrepair,but the desire and the ability to grab a piece of the expiring collective farm did this system istemporarily stable.  Weak and futile attempts to change anything for the better, such as the "infusion" of creditsagainst future harvests even more exacerbated the deplorable situation. In the same way,useless or even harmful interference in the work of the body, working under the guidance of avicious unbalanced central nervous system using the "infusion" of pharmaceuticals. Energy isflowing to bypass the genetically determined optimal ways of carrying out, and continues. Theremay be only temporary improvement to exhaustion regular credits, and the total is steadilydeteriorating situation, because is not eliminated cause any disease. What a sick body thatslowly expiring farm all through its illogical internal processes are now actively resisting any newchanges. In order to rebuild the system and restore the previous normal relations it is oftennecessary to make an adequate effort from outside. And that is why, despite the use of methodsto restore the activity of nerve centers (The Restoration Of Activity Of Nerve Centers) RANC, isan extremely powerful effect on the nerve centers of the brain, it is often accompanied bysymptoms of an exacerbation of existing disease.  Thus there is a temporary state of discomfort should be regarded not as a relapse of existingdisease, but rather as a reflection of the positive changes that began in the central nervoussystem. As a rule, these states are short and the average last about one to two weeks, and theyare differently tolerated. In general we can say that the more there are pathological changes inthe body, the more time can continue the process of the central nervous regulation of theadjustment on the normal level attainable.  Of course, any comparison of visual devices and principles of the brain, even given in largequantities, can not fully describe all its many mysteries. Therefore, you should not too strictlyrelate to this very comparison, but as a means of visualizing the causes of various diseases,such schemes are acceptable.  Here, for example, Parkinson's disease, the cause of which is still regarded as a lack ofdopamine caused by the loss of cells producing it, in my opinion can be represented in severalcharts that explain the strange diversity of this pathology.  It is known that there are parts of the brain that synthesize dopamine, which is the "fuel" for thework of other departments, it is consumed. This system can be compared with a car which hasa fuel tank and the engine, connected by the fuel line only, for more accurate comparisons needto imagine that the fuel (dopamine) is produced in the tank of the vehicle. Normally, if the engineis adjusted properly, enough fuel is continuously synthesized, and the fuel is intact, there is noproblem with the movement, as well as a healthy person who does not have Parkinson's. Ifdopamine is produced, but its flow to the engine is complicated because of problems with thefuel pump and the engine at the same time is in working condition, then there really is notparticularly overclocking. When attempting to increase the speed, the engine will receive lessfuel stall. However, if you are not trying to establish a pump to take and act like this; set a can ofgasoline on the roof, and to lend an additional hose to the engine of her. Gasoline in the engineby gravity will flow in sufficient quantities and it will be possible to travel at normal speed, butconstantly need to climb onto the roof and then filled in the kanistrochku new portions ofgasoline. Approximately the same situation is in the brain of a person suffering from Parkinson'sdisease, which takes the tablet of levodopa and they help him. We need to constantly "climb onthe roof" for the tablets, but you can go. And if no pills do not help, you ask. Then where thedisorder and what to do? In relation to the body, this situation is similar to that, if at the properfuel pump, the fuel tank full and the serviceable engine on the pedal "gas" established suddenlystop. Everything is, everything is whole, and the car will barely crawl due again uncollectedenough fuel in the engine. Therefore, in this situation, though pills was poisoned, and evengasoline in the trunk of lei no good will not.  In the above cases, in my opinion it is not necessary to believe only stupid supernumeraryspecialist service centers, which do not understand the essence of issues said that nothing canbe done. Say car is already old, all cars eventually acquire these deficiencies and especially themodel that got you. If you do not get to the heart malfunctions and unconditionally believe ittalipomanus dolt, it becomes very sad and sorry for myself, because the need to buy a new car.Approximately the same situation in Parkinson's disease, there are only some of the nuances.The car, that is, her body did not buy a new, and as a master of the ancient dullish servicecenter serves our current medicine that this disease spreads his hands helplessly.  Applying for the treatment of Parkinson's disease RANC method in 90-95% of cases it ispossible to achieve a significant improvement in the physical condition of the patient, becausethe true extent neurodegeneration reached "the point of no return", in my opinion, it is the only5-10% of the total number affected so disease patients. Parkinson's disease is not incurable,just because of the nature of the disease its treatment method RANC takes a long time, from sixmonths to one and a half to two years. RANC method is similar to the modern high-qualitycar-care center, where there is no need to break his own head on a variety of issues. Leaveyour car, wait for a while, until his start pinging and correct their own mind, and not a mechanicdropout, and continue to use it freely in its sole discretion. In the next article, I will continue ourdiscussion on the features of the brain physiology in general, as well as the pathogenesis andprinciples of treatment of Parkinson's disease in particular. At the end of this article I want toagain remind about the distinctive features of the method RANC.  The concept of "nervism" introduced in physiology IP Pavlov in 1883. Nervism became ascientific, comprehensive theory encompassing biology, physiology, clinic, not by or randomconnections, and organically, based on the most important feature of the vertebrate groups, allaround the nervous system.  Method of restoring the activity of nerve centers RANC (The Restoration Of Activity Of NerveCenters) is to, have a stimulating effect on the whole structure of the brain, through the reticularformation of the brain stem include the processes leading to the normalization of the activity ofall the 100 billion neurons in the brain.  RUSSIAN RANC method relates to the treatment of acupuncture, is so non-drug treatment. Thetherapeutic effect is achieved by the action of the central nervous system through certain areasof the back muscles. This it is very similar in principle to the impact of other types ofacupuncture in particular with acupuncture (acupuncture), but is fundamentally different fromthis method of treatment is much more powerful influence exerted and therefore greaterefficiency. It is distinguished by a small amount of time spent by the patient in the medicaltreatments and the resistance of impact.  Summary of technology used to restore nerve activity centers is that, exerting a massive,short-term (1.5 -. 2 min), painful irritation of the trapezius muscle by intramuscular injection ofwater cause the restructuring of brain nerve centers. For stimulation of nerve centers in thebrain is water for injection that is injected into the muscles trapezius a depth of 15 millimeters involume 1.0 milliliters. I repeat that it is pain that occurs at the time of injection "includes" theprocess. Injection in the trapezius muscle on both sides of 10-15 injections on each side. Theresults of executing a painful stimulus transmitted via the accessory nerve in the brain stem,which is switched to the reticular formation of the nucleus. According to the observations of theprocess of restoring the activity of nerve centers, after a single exposure to the proposedmethod takes about 6 weeks. Optimally treat short course of two or three therapeutic sessionconsecutive daily to "launch" the recovery process. And to secure the result obtained two moretreatment sessions with an interval of between 3-4 weeks. As a result of the ensuingstabilization of the activity of the nerve centers of the brain at a normal physiological levelremoved the cause of the majority of known pathologies that are based on functionalimpairment. The result is the restoration of changes occurring central regulation of variousfunctions and systems. The proposed method of treatment has no absolute contraindications,as well as restrictions on the age and sex of patients. RANC method can be used to treatdiseases that are difficult or not at all amenable to traditional drug therapy and other treatments.  1. Pain in the spine: · pain in the neck. · Pain between the shoulder blades. · Back pain. · Chest pain (intercostal neuralgia). 2. Pain in the shoulders, arms and hands (including numbness of the hands). 3. Pain in the knee and hip joints. 4. Pain in lesions of the sciatic nerve. 5. Pain in a herniated disc. 6. Pain in lesions of the trigeminal nerve. 7. Headache, including migraine, pain in the effects of trauma and intracranial pressure. 8. Pain in the heart and angina. 9. Epilepsy. 10. Tiki. 11. The consequences of stroke. 12. Violations rechi- Logo neurosis (stuttering). 13. Violations of the cerebral circulation. 14. Parkinson's syndrome. 15. vasoneurosis (suprasegmentar autonomic dysfunction). 16. Cerebral Palsy. 17. Hyperactivity in children. 18. Autism.  At the end of this article, in which I repeat once again, saying that it is not necessary to continueto search for means to get rid of diseases caused by disorders of the central nervous regulationis the nervous system itself as a whole, and try to fix something in its individual parts. Such futileattempts like the absurd hypothetical situation that would be if, for example, Marshal Zhukov,scheduling the next battle, which should radically change the situation at the front would be aride on the squads of the army and find out the opportunities and challenges of each soldierindividually, and each person giving the order, instead of simultaneous general order of the timeinclude the entire Army in the execution of the task.  For more detailed information on various aspects of the method and video patient testimonialscan be found on the website.  Neurologist: Ponomarenko Andrey Aleksandrovich.  Krasnodar. Str. Leather 62. Clinic "NEVROLOGICA" . Admission; Tuesday - Saturday inclusive,10:00 - 15: 00, by appointment.  Tel. 8 (900) 246 83 26, 8 (918) 342 44 00.
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